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The vessels were purchased from the relatively new American company, Electric Boat , and were fully
assembled and ready for combat operations by August In Kawasaki Dockyard Company purchased plans for a
modified version directly from Holland, and built two boats Hulls No. The Kawasaki-type submarines
displaced 63 and 95 tons when submerged, and measured 73 and 84 feet in overall length, respectively. This
contrasted with the original five imported Hollands-type submatines which had arrived that same year, at over
tons submerged, 67 feet in overall length and 11 feet beam. However both boats could launch only one 18"
torpedo, and each was manned by 14 sailors, whereas the imported Holland-type submarines could fire two
torpedoes and could be operated by 13 sailors. The Kaigun Holland 6 was launched at Kobe on 28 September
and was completed six months later at Kure as the first submarine built in Japan. It sank during a training dive
in Hiroshima Bay on 15 April Although the water was only 58 feet deep, there were no provisions at all for
the crew to escape while submerged. All of the sailors were later found dead at their duty stations when this
submarine was raised the following day. The sailors were regarded as heroes for their calm performance of
their duties until death, [2] and this submarine has been preserved as a memorial in Kure, Japan. Following the
war, the Japanese government followed submarine developments by the Royal Navy with interest, and
purchased two British C-class submarines directly from Vickers , with an additional three built from kits by
the Kure Naval Arsenal. These became respectively the Japanese Haclass and Haclass submarines. An
additional two vessels, forming the Haclass were later built by the Kure Naval Arsenal. In , the first submarine
tender , Karasaki , was commissioned. At the end of World War I, Japan received nine German submarines as
reparations, which allowed her and the other Allies to accelerate their technological developments during the
interwar period. World War II[ edit ] Main article: They were also equipped with the most advanced torpedo
of the conflict, the oxygen-fuelled Type 95 which are sometimes confused with the famed Type 93 Long
Lance [3] torpedo. Overall, despite their advanced technical innovation, Japanese submarines were built in
relatively small numbers, and had less effect on the war than those of the other major navies. Warships were
more difficult to attack and sink than merchant ships, however, because naval vessels were faster, more
maneuverable, and better defended. The IJN submarine arm did have a number of notable successes against
American warships, however. The Saratoga was torpedoed by submarine I-6 on January 11, , putting her out
of action and unavailable to participate in the desperate carrier battles and raids of the next five months, and
then hit again three months after her return on September 1, by I , which put her out of action for another
eleven weeks in the middle of the intensely engaged land-air-sea battles of the Guadalcanal Campaign. A
plane launched from one of the innovative aircraft-carrying submarines, I , conducted what remains the only
ever aerial bombing attack on the continental United States, when Warrant Flying Officer Nobuo Fujita
piloting a Yokosuka E14Y scouting plane dropped four pound bombs in an attempt to start forest fires outside
the town of Brookings, Oregon , on September 9, Earlier in the year, in February , the submarine I fired a
number of shells from her deck gun at the Elwood Oil Fields near Santa Barbara, California. None of the
shells caused any serious damage. However, as fuel oil diminished and air superiority was lost, Imperial
submarines were no longer able to continue with such successes. Once the United States was able to increase
its production of destroyers and destroyer escorts , as well as bringing over highly effective anti-submarine
techniques learned during the Battle of the Atlantic , they continually took more and more of a toll on Imperial
Japanese submarines, which also tended to be not as deeply diving as their Kriegsmarine counterparts.
Accordingly, the Japanese submarine arm had few notable successes against Allied warships during the final
two years of the war. The sinking occurred on July 30, , just two weeks before the Japanese national surrender
, at a time when few in the United States Navy expected continued Japanese submarine attacks. Navy
submarines sank 5. During the last two years of the War in the Pacific , many IJN submarines were also
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occupied serving to transport supplies to isolated island garrisons, ones that had been deliberately bypassed by
the Americans and the Australians and which could not be reached by surface transports because of blockade
by Allied warplanes and naval vessels. Early models of IJN submarines were relatively less maneuverable
under water, could not dive very deeply, and lacked radar. Later in the war units that were fitted with radar
were in some instances sunk due to the ability of American radar sets to detect their emissions. Submarine
aircraft carriers[ edit ] Main article: Submarine aircraft carriers of Japan The Japanese applied the concept of
the "submarine aircraft carrier" extensively, starting with the J3 type of Altogether 41 submarines were built
with the capability to carry seaplanes. Most IJN submarine aircraft carriers could carry only one aircraft, but I
had hangar space for two, and the giant I -class three. The I-8 arriving in Brest , France , in Initially, cargo
ships made the exchanges, but when this was no longer possible, submarines were used. Only six submarines
attempted this trans-oceanic voyage during World War II: Of these, I was partially successful but was later
sunk by a mine , I-8 completed her mission, I was sunk by British submarine Taurus , and I by the United
States submarine, Sawfish assisted by Ultra intelligence. I made the final attempt. I - scrapped The I herself
was scuttled off Iyo-nada in May The I herself surrendered in September and was scuttled in the Iyo-nada in
May The I herself surrendered September 2, and was scuttled off the Goto Islands on April 1, Type KD3b 3
units [ edit ] Main article: I - rammed I off Mizunoko Light February 2, I - rammed by I off Mizunoko Light
February 2, Type KD6a 6 units [ edit ] Main article: This was the first enemy combatant ship sunk by U. I sunk off Truk April 12, by aircraft from VB Type KD7 10 units [ edit ] Main article: I was lost a year later.
The I-4 herself is sunk in St. Type J2 I-6 [ edit ] Main article: Type J3 I-7, I-8 [ edit ] Main article: The I-7 was
scuttled June The type was also equipped with a hangar for one aircraft. These giant submarines were
originally of the A2 type, but following the cancellation of a number of Iclass submarines, their design was
revised after construction started to carry a second aircraft. The range and speed of these submarines was
remarkable 21, nmi at 16 knots , but their underwater performance was compromised, making them easy
targets. I surrendered at sea at the end of the war, and was later scrapped off the coast of Oahu at a depth of
feet perhaps to prevent Russia from obtaining the technology. The wreck was recently found. In total 20 were
made, starting with I, the class ship. These were fast, very long ranged, and carried a single Yokosuka E14Y
seaplane, located in a hangar in front of the conning tower, launched by a catapult. The series was rather
successful, especially at the beginning of the war. On 9 September , I launched its reconnaissance plane, a
Yokosuka E14Y code named Glen which proceeded to drop four 4 pound bombs in a forest near present-day
Brookings , Oregon. Type B2 6 units [ edit ] Main article: The wreckage of the I was found in Type C1 5
units [ edit ] Main article: Iclass submarine Type C3 submarine I They were quite long and carried a crew of
up to 94 officers and men. They were among the largest submarines ever built to date, and were known as the
most advanced submarines of the period. Her cargo consisted of rubber, gold, quinine, and Japanese engineers
to Germany. Type D1 11 units [ edit ] Main articles: This type was designed as transport submarines with
torpedoes for self-defense. Type D2 I [ edit ] Main article: This type was used as minelayers and supply
submarines as they were obsolete by World War II. I - surrendered in September and scuttled in Wakasa Bay
on April 30, Sen-Ho Type I [ edit ].
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